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Memorandum in Support of A.10477(Joyner)/S.9427A (Ramos) 

 

Re:  An act to amend the labor law, in relation to requiring employers to 

disclose compensation or range of compensation in job advertisements. 

 

As longstanding advocates for gender and racial equality, our organizations write to strongly 

urge Governor Hochul to promptly sign A.10477/S9427A without amendment. This legislation 

would help workers overcome longstanding barriers to pay equity by requiring all private 

employers with four or more employees within the state to disclose compensation or range of 

compensation in advertisements for new jobs, transfers, and promotion opportunities. This bill 

stands to have a transformative impact on closing the gender and racial wage gaps and will 

benefit workers and employers, alike. It is therefore imperative that we act quickly so that 

employers and workers have a clear path forward towards advancing more equitable pay 

practices across New York State.   

 

In New York an intractable gender and racial wage gap persists in almost all industries and 

despite educational attainment. Full-time working women earn 86 cents compared to all men.
1
 

Notably, women of color in New York continue to face sizable and stagnant pay disparities with 

Black women and Latinas earning 64 cents and 56 cents, respectively, compared to full-time 

working white, non-Hispanic men.
2
 At current trends, parity will not be reached until 2046.

3
  

 

Over the past years, we have taken important steps to strengthen our pay equity legislation in 

New York, but progress remains slow as much of this legislation still places the onus on women 

to take legal action to challenge discriminatory pay practices that are often impossible to unearth 

and costly to litigate. Meanwhile, without basic pay transparency, employers are increasingly 

proclaiming themselves to be advocates for pay equity to their benefit while perpetuating (often 

unknowingly) the wage gap behind closed doors.  

 

Our existing culture of pay secrecy in the workplace has long thwarted pay equity for women 

and people of color. Pay secrecy creates opportunities for employers to inject gender and racial 

bias into the salary setting process, which research shows they do, with employers often crediting 

white men for being more competent and reliable.
4
 It disproportionately disadvantages women 
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and people of color, who historically have earned less due to discriminatory practices, have less 

leverage, and are thus in a weaker position to negotiate higher salaries particularly with no 

information about compensation rates.
5
 Moreover, pay secrecy gives employers the freedom to 

set unacceptably low wages, exploiting our most vulnerable workers and pushing a 

disproportionate number of women into poverty.
6
 Notably, pay secrecy has long undermined the 

efficacy of our existing equal pay laws, preventing women, people of color, enforcement 

agencies, and other vulnerable groups from unearthing unlawful pay disparities.   

 

For these reasons, we must take concrete steps to ensure that employers play their part and 

women are not waiting until 2046 to receive the pay we know they are entitled to. Enacting 

A.10477/S9427A would help alleviate many of these shortfalls. 

 

Pay Transparency Works and is a Driver of Equity 

 

The type of pay transparency advanced by A.10477/S9427A is critical because we know it 

works. Research conducted in jurisdictions that have enacted pay transparency provisions and 

among employers who have adopted transparent pay practices shows that pay transparency laws 

do in fact help reduce the gender pay gap.
7
 This is because this type of legislation serves several 

important functions. 

 

If enacted, this legislation would reduce unconscious bias in salary-setting. By requiring 

employers to disclose compensation ranges up front, employers are encouraged to set salary 

based on objective qualifications, experience, competencies, and job expectations instead of 

individualized and subjective assessments alone, which we know to rely on implicit gender- and 
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racial-based biases and salary expectations. This bill will give jobseekers (women and people of 

color in particular) more leverage in the hiring process by arming them with basic information so 

they do not continue to undersell themselves in negotiations. It also promises to combat 

occupational segregation by giving jobseekers (women and people of color, in particular) basic 

information they need about what jobs are worth in order to pursue and move into higher paying 

industries. Pay disclosure also drives fairer employment practices, making it harder for 

employers to set exploitative wages behind closed doors and giving employers an incentive to set 

salary in a way that is more fair, efficient, and accountable.  

 

Pay Transparency Benefits Business Interests 

 

While pay transparency legislation has been met with pushback from some business lobbyists, 

many businesses are voluntarily moving towards increased pay transparency as a best practice,
8
 

and research shows that transparent pay practices have numerous positive outcomes for 

employers and business. Salary is one of the most important factors candidates consider when 

looking for employment and existing employees are investing more time into finding out 

compensation.
9
 Pay disclosure therefore is likely to make many employers more attractive to 

workers, which is beneficial during a tight labor market. By requiring employers to disclose 

salary up front, this bill eliminates inefficient hiring practices, allowing candidates to apply for 

jobs that actually meet their salary requirements instead of going through a full recruitment 

process in order to assess whether they can accept a position.  

 

Unfair pay schemes are also known to breed resentment and result in high turnover. By fostering 

fairness and trust, pay transparency improves job satisfaction, employee engagement, worker 

productivity, retention, profitability, and other business outcomes.
10

 By setting pay that is more 
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fair and competitive, this bill would help employers attract qualified talent and retain this talent 

against organizations that lure employees away for more pay. Studies have also found employees 

are more productive and engaged when pay structures are transparent and predictable.
11

 Pay 

transparency also helps organizations better manage their salary budgets and increase 

profitability by eliminating the “one off” deals they have to make with employees in an 

environment with no salary structure. These deals are expensive and time consuming and lead to 

a culture of “inequity” that ultimately antagonizes employees and creates low morale. 

 

A.10477/S9427A Should Not be Amended to Exempt More Small Businesses 

 

Efforts to narrow the bill through chapter amendment should not be entertained. Employers and 

the business community were consulted and the scope of the bill was already significantly 

narrowed to address concerns of the business community prior to its passage in the Assembly 

and Senate. Specifically, the bill should not be revised to exclude more employers, including 

employers with fewer than 20 employees.  

 

This type of exemption would exclude a significant number of employers and too many 

vulnerable workers across New York States who deserve protection. In our state, there are 

151,835 establishments (including government, non-profits and other types) with 5 to 19 

employees.
12

 These establishments employ 1.4 million workers, represent 28% of all 

establishments within the state, and employ 16% of all employees.
13

 The exemption proposed by 

the business lobby would therefore exclude approximately 480,000 establishments or almost 88 

percent of all businesses in the state.
14

 This would result in the exclusion of almost two million 

workers statewide, or a quarter of all workers, including almost a million women.
15

  

 

The exemption of employers with fewer than 20 employees would exclude many small 

businesses with high revenue, including law firms, hedge funds, and real estate firms, which 

have more than enough capacity to comply, and which suffer from the same pay inequity issues 

that this law seeks to address. This type of exemption would also disproportionately hurt women 

by excluding businesses like hair salons, nail salons, daycare providers, restaurants, and retail 

stores, where women of color are overrepresented, typically make lower wages, are 
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economically more vulnerable, and would benefit significantly from knowing rates of pay when 

applying for jobs.
16

 An amendment to exclude businesses with 5-19 employees would, for 

example, exclude an estimated 106,000 women in retail, 152,000 women in healthcare and social 

assistance, 93,000 women in accommodation and food services, and 81,000 women in other 

services.
17

 Excluding these small businesses from coverage encourages the type of informality 

that is known to result in exploitation of women of color in these industries.
18

 Expanding the 

exemption for small businesses would thus serve to perpetuate that exploitation and harm more 

women in low-wage work.  

 

A broader exemption would also take our labor law farther backwards and out of parity with 

New York City. In limiting the law’s applicability to employers with four or more employees, 

the legislature has already departed from its other provisions in this chapter that apply to all 

employers.  Expanding it even further would set a dangerous precedent that puts other labor 

protections at risk. 

 

Contrary to rhetoric from the business lobby, this legislation will not impose an undue burden on 

small businesses, especially when compared to other requirements that apply to small businesses 

under the labor law and when balanced against its transformative potential for women, people of 

color, and others whose work has been devalued for too long. Compliance with this bill is simple 

as it does not require businesses to do anything more than what they must already do: identify a 

compensation amount or compensation range for all positions. By requiring businesses to do this 

earlier in the process, the bill helps small businesses increase worker productivity, increase 

retention, eliminate avenues for discriminatory decision-making, and incorporate more efficient 

hiring practices that will likely reduce liability risks and litigation costs. Pay disclosure will help 

small businesses with limited financial capacity reduce the high cost of recruitment by 

eliminating candidates whose salary expectations exceed budgetary allocations for the position. 

Moreover, the requirements of this bill will generally be less onerous for smaller employers to 

comply with as they have smaller budgets and less flexibility, fewer positions to track, and fewer 

employees to compare. Any initial lift involved in changing business practices will be short-lived 

and will pay off in the long-term.  

 

Excluding small businesses from compliance actually risks hurting these businesses, which will 

be placed at a competitive disadvantage as their competitors move towards adopting transparent 
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pay practices.
19

 The move towards greater pay transparency is both essential and inevitable as 

more states are enacting pay disclosure legislation,
20

 more businesses are moving towards 

disclosing salary ranges voluntarily,
21

 and more employees are exercising their right to share 

compensation information that companies have long sought to keep secret.
22

 According to 

Payscale, “Pay transparency will be a part of any modern compensation plan, as the future is 

trending in this direction.” Companies that attempt to keep pay a secret will be at a competitive 

disadvantage compared to other employers as job-seekers eliminate these businesses from their 

job search and their efforts to retain pay secrecy result in reputational costs.
23

 Human Resources 

firms are therefore increasingly advising employers to stop resisting and get on board.
24

 Ensuring 

that small businesses are covered under this law will help small businesses keep pace with best 

practices and empower the Department of Labor to provide targeted support to assist small 

businesses with compliance.  

 

Notably, our goals to support MWBEs and advance pay transparency are not mutually exclusive 

as members of the business lobby have asserted and efforts to narrow this law in the name of 
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MWBEs should be resisted. In fact, during the pandemic women of color left their jobs at high 

rates to form businesses in large part because they had been underpaid by their employers for too 

long.
25

 Using MWBE’s as a rationale to subvert pay transparency for small businesses prevents 

us from addressing the underlying problem of pay inequity and perpetuates a vicious cycle of 

devaluing women’s work.  

 

To achieve pay equity for women and people of color and to stay up to date with current trends, 

all employers, including smaller businesses, will ultimately need to move towards adopting more 

transparent practices. In light of these considerations, we urge you to sign A.10477/S9427A into 

law as soon as possible and without amendment. This bill will bring us a critical step closer 

towards achieving meaningful pay equity in New York State, leading the way for the rest of the 

nation. By passing this legislation, New York has an opportunity to once again act as a standard-

bearer for achieving pay equity for all.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

PowHer New York Network (list attached) 

 

Legal Momentum, The Women’s Legal Defense and Education Fund  

 

CWA Local 1180 

 

National Employment Lawyers Association/New York 
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